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LETTER FROM THE PRESIDENT
Dear Colleagues,
The autumn clouds have begun to
gather over our valleys and seas in St
Andrews. I hope your weather holds
out a little longer.
Usually, the month of August means
that things slow up a little in the
Academy but no-one has been able to
'sit on their hands' this year! Four key
strategic issues have kept us busy:
First, Henk Volberda as our Research
Director and Luca Gnan as our conference chair in Rome have begun to
organise the new SIGs as an integral
part of the conference programme.
This is a major strategic change for
the Academy and one that we feel will
fertilise multi-disciplinary work across
our continent and enliven the annual
congress. Thanks to all the SIG proposers for their enthusiasm and creativity-we wish you well in the run up
to Rome. For a list of the SIGs, please
see the relevant section below.
Second, together with EFMD, we have
been fine-tuning the 'Research Leadership' programme that begins in November. This consists of three by
2 day modules, facilitated by leading
European-based academics. The first
programme is filling up fast but a few
places remain. Please contact Luisa
Jaffe, our administrator, if you require
more information.
Third, we have processed the elec-

tions for National Representatives
and I thank all candidates for competing openly for these positions.
Brief bio data on the successful
candidates for each country are
contained below and we offer our
congratulations to them and look
forward to working with them in
the future to enhance EURAM'S
contribution to their domains.
Finally, we have begun the process
of electing a new President. Again,
this is a critical phase in our development. EURAM is in a strong financial and strategic position for
which we owe a debt of gratitude
to our previous and current executive. Now is a time for further
advancement, through enterprise
and care. I am happy to talk with
any potential candidates about the
nature of the position and the
commitment involved. Please contact me by email peter@standrews.ac.uk
Meantime, we continue to explore
the issues relating to VAT from
our Belgium governors. Changes
in legislation have meant that the
authorities are investigating
whether or not EIASM and its
family will be subject to VAT for
their events. Until this problem is
resolved, it is hard for us to make
the costings on future conferences
realistic and therefore our choice
of the competing locations for
2011 has been postponed. I apolo1
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gise for this delay to those candidates
who were ready to host us and hope
that we can make a decision during
September when we learn more from
the powers above.
My very best wishes to all,
Peter
Professor Peter McKiernan
E U R A M
P r e s i d e n t
University of St Andrews.
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New edited book. Organizational
Immunity to Corruption. Building
Theoretical and Research Foundations
– edited by Agata StachowiczStanusch
This book brings together many
leading scholars from all over the
world (46 co-authors from 22
countries) to address a wide range
of topics about corruption in 32
chapters across 3 levels of analysis
(understanding corruption, ways to
increase organizational immunity to
it and best practices / cases how to
fight against corruption). That
makes possibility to look on corruption from multilevel and multicultural perspective.
This exiting book provides an authoritative and comprehensive
overview of organizational corruption. It is an essential reference
tool to further research on corruption in organization. This book uncovers new theoretical insights that
inspires new questions about corruption in organization, changes
our understanding of this phenomenon and motivates further
exploration and research.
This book is developed under auspicious of Polish Academy of Science Commission Regional Departure Katowice, Poland.
The book will be available in Q1 of
2010.

B o o k
w e b p a g e :
www.corruptionprevention.biz/
*********************************
Doctoral success. Bert Vermeire (Ghent University, Department of Agricultural Economics, Belgium) Thesis title: Absorptive capacity and innovation in the
agrifood sector. Role of regional
networking and uncertainty.
Although the concept of absorptive capacity has intensively been
studied in the past decades, empirical inquiries tend to focus on
R&D intensive activities in hightech sectors, while this has not
been explicitly given account for
in strategic management literature (Lane et al., 2006, VegaJurado et al., 2008). This thesis is
a compilation of research papers
investigating the role of absorptive capacity in the agrifood sector. It is investigated to what extent this concept is relevant and
important for understanding innovation processes in the agrifood sector and for regional development. This challenges theory, by testing the contextsensitivity of a concept which has
generally been described isolated
from its business context. In this
thesis, absorptive capacity is studied from the resource-based view
and linking it to regional sciences
and agricultural economics, specifically studies of innovation
3

adoption and agricultural extension.
These thesis proceeds along two
main lines of inquiry. The first
investigates the role of regional
networks for the development of
absorptive capacity. Indeed, literature points both at the importance of internationalisation and
of setting up a regional network
for innovation. The second tests
the relation between uncertainty
and absorptive capacity by an application to the agricultural sector. Indeed, literature states that
the perception of uncertainty is
an incentive for developing absorptive capacity which, in turn,
enables the company to deal with
the uncertainty.
The results lead to four recommendations for regional development. First, it is argued that the
company’s absorptive capacity
should be the point of departure
for public support to networking
and building regional clusters.
Second, considering the differences in absorptive capacity in
agrifood sector, regional development initiatives should diversify
their strategies along a segmentation of the companies in terms of
their absorptive capacity and
other relevant variables. Third,
regional development should take
into account that uncertainty may
inhibit the uptake of its interven-
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tions, and hence threaten their effectiveness. Fourth, policy makers
should be aware of the potential
conflict between appropriability
and externalities and regional networks should include mechanisms
to maximise spillovers while safeguarding appropriability.
For more information, please contact: Bert.Vermeire@ugent.be
**********************************
Best paper award. Best article
appeared in Family Business Review
(year 2008). Full reference: Sciascia, S., Mazzola, P. (2008) Family
Involvement in Ownership and
Management: Exploring Nonlinear
Effects on Performance. Family
Business Review, Vol 21, num. 4.
The award will be presented as
part of the Research and Education
Symposium of the FFI conference
(Family Firm Institute) in New York
City.
Best paper presented at the 9th
IFERA World Family Business Research Conference (year 2009).
The conference was held in June
24-27 in Limassol (Cyprus). Full
reference: Mazzola, P. Sciascia,
S. (2009). Exploring Non - Linear
Effects of Family Ownership and
Involvement on Profitability.

Both authors are affiliated with New appointments. Dr.
Efthimios Poulis has joined BuckIULM University – Milan
inghamshire New University as a
********************************* Senior Lecturer in Strategic ManNew book published. Coopti- agement, leaving Bournemouth
tion Strategy: Theory, Experiments University where he was a Lecand Cases by Giovanni Battista turer for the last two years.
Dagnino and Elena Rocco (Eds)
This innovative book Dr. Konstantinos Poulis joined
portrays the state-of-the-art of University of Essex as a Lecturer
coopetition strategy regarded as in Marketing and International
a compelling mindset to exploit Business, after being a Lecturer at
entirely the potential of actors’ University College Cork in Ireinterdependencies (firms, govern- land for one year.
ments, suppliers, customers, sci- *********************************
entists and partners) in today’s Workshop held. Will it be busiglobal scenarios. It provides the ness as usual when we emerge
rudiments for navigating an ex- from the current financial meltploration journey into a virtually down? Or can we re-think the
new and emergent management financial system to better serve
the interests of business, society
subfield.
and the environment?
Looking into this volume, the
reader will realize that, while the These questions were tackled in
topic is at the beginning of its life- a series of scenario workshops at
cycle, coopetition strategy has Oxford’s Saïd Business School as
touched an important crossroads part of a new initiative called
which solicits a more compre- “finance lab" organised in collabohensive and systematic assess- ration with the World Wildlife
ment. If mindfully formulated and Fund, the Institute of Chartered
implemented, this hybrid strategic Accountants in England and
option is able to increase returns Wales and Reos Partners.
and generate value for shareholders, entrepreneurs, managers and Over two days, Angela Wilkinson and Rafael Ramirez of Oxcoopetitors.
ford’s Institute for Science, InnoRoutledge, July 2009
vation and Society presented two
scenarios: first, continuing with
ISBN: 978-0-415-43898-8
the existing financial system, but
*********************************
with certain fixes in place; and
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second, a more holistic system, integrating societal and environmental goals.
Participants explored both scenarios from multiple perspectives and
developed suggestions ranging from
the “patient pound” – long-term
investment portfolios aimed at financial and social return – to
achieving change via public-private
partnerships.
For more information, visit
www.insis.ox.ac.uk or
www.thefinancelab.org

tions and businesses in their own
right. We are planning to present
the preliminary results at the
17th CEEMAN Annual Conference on 24-26 September in Riga.
Participation in the survey is open
till September 5 - just follow the
link:
www.surveymonkey.com/crisis,
or let us know if for any reason
you have missed the deadline but
would still like to take part in this
important initiative.
*********************************

**********************************
CEEMAN Survey. CEEMAN
would like to thank EURAM Office
for distributing call for participation
in the CEEMAN Survey on Business School responses to Global
Crisis, and all the respondents who
have contributed so far.
We have received responses from
some 40 countries around the
world. We hope that in the coming
days we will further expand the
coverage of the survey, which to
our knowledge is the first effort to
explore how business schools react
to the consequences of the global
crisis and what they are proactively
doing to go beyond the crisis. The
survey covers aspects related to
schools' educational programs and
processes, as well as those related
to schools' performance as institu5

ELECTION RESULTS FOR NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES

Australia: Suzanne Young, La Trobe University – elected in 2009
Dr. Young is the Director of Executive Education and an Associate Professor
at La Trobe University Graduate School of Management (GSM), lecturing in
postgraduate programs in corporate governance, Corporate responsibility
and Organisational Behaviour. Dr. Young has also taught extensively in international programs including Denmark, England, Vietnam, Mongolia, Singapore
and Malaysia. She is also the Director of the Graduate Certificate in Corporate Responsibility . As the Director of Executive Education, she is responsible for developing relationships with industry and leading research consultancies which match industry needs with academic research and expertise. Prior
to moving to the education sector she worked in accounting and finance in
the public health system, and in chartered accounting, business consulting,
taxation and auditing. Dr. Young has experience in a number of executive
positions including finance manager, chairperson and board memberships in
the health and education sectors; and in employee and employer associations. Her research interests are in corporate governance and corporate responsibility, outsourcing, and employee relations. Current research projects
include corporate governance and sustainability, outsourcing, and health sector management. Suzanne is the editor of a forthcoming book with international contributors from Italy, England and Scotland in the area of International Corporate Governance.
Austria: Regine Bendl, Vienna University – elected in 2009
Dr. Regine Bendl is an Associate Professor at the Vienna University of Economics and Business Administration, Department of Management (Group on
Gender and Diversity Management) and Research Group on Gender and Diversity in Organizations, teaching and research focus: gender and diversity
management, subtexts in organizations, feminist epistemologies, and critical
management studies. She is a Member Editorial Board Gender in Management – an interdisciplinary Journal, Associate Editor Gender, Work and Organization, Editorial Board Member Canadian Journal of Administrative Sciences (Division ‚Gender and Diversity).
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Belgium: Aimé Heene, Ghent University – re-elected in 2009
Prof. dr. Aimé Heene (born 1950) holds a Ph.D. in educational sciences and
an MBA from Ghent University (Belgium). He is a full professor at Ghent
University, faculty of Economics and Business Administration. He heads the
Department Management, Innovation, and Entrepreneurship. Prof. Heene
teaches strategic management for private and for public organizations. Prof.
Heene published five Dutch books on strategic management in private and
public organizations and has served as a co-editor of several English volumes
on competence-based strategy theory. Prof. Heene is a member of the editorial board of several journals. Since 1992 he (co)chaired eight international
conferences and workshops on competence-based strategic management.

Canada: Ronald FERGUSON, Concordia University – co-opted in 2008
Dr. Ronald Ferguson joined Concordia University as an Assistant Professor
in 2001 after teaching in the John Molson School of Business as a Visiting
Professor. Dr. Ferguson‘s undergraduate and graduate degrees are from the
University of Western Ontario and the University of Michigan respectively.
In 1991, he graduated from the John Molson School of Business’s Executive
MBA Program. Dr. Ferguson is an Associate Professor in the Department of
Management and a past Director of the John Molson MBA Program. He
teaches organizational behaviour and event management. Dr. Ferguson was
formerly a professor in the Departments of Kinesiology and Social and Preventive Medicine at the University of Montreal. As a researcher at the Montreal Heart Institute, he published over 40 papers in the area of cardiovascular physiology and cardiac rehabilitation in several journals.
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Denmark: Anne-Marie SØDERBERG, Copenhagen Business School – elected in 2009
Anne-Marie Søderberg is professor of cross-cultural communication and management at Copenhagen Business School, Denmark. Her research has a focus
on cultures, identity constructions and communication in organizational
change processes. AMS has been involved in longitudinal case studies of international mergers and acquisitions. She is currently director of a major interdisciplinary research programme 'Cultural Intelligence as a Strategic Resource' (2008-2011) which is conducted in close collaboration with five
MNCs: Carlsberg Breweries, ECCO, Grundfos, Novozymes and Vestas Wind
Systems.

Finland: Vesa Suutari, University of Vaasa – elected in 2009
Vesa Suutari acts as a Professor of International Management and as a Vice
Dean of the Faculty of Business Studies at the University of Vaasa, Finland. His
key areas of expertise are on international human resource management and
cross-cultural management.

France: Armand Hatchuel, Ecole des Mines de Paris - re-elected in 2009

Armand Hatchuel is Professor, Chair of "Design theory and methods for
innovation", and deputy-director of the Center for Management Science at
Mines ParisTech France. He has been also permanent guest Professor at the
Fenix center, Chalmers Institute, Goteborg (1999-2007). His research has
been about the theory and history of management and Design, focusing on
innovative firms, design processes and collaborative research principles. He
has published several papers and books ; he is member of international journals and scientific boards in France and Sweden. In 1996, he was awarded a
French prize for his work in management and he received in 2003 the medal
of the Paris School of Arts and Métiers for his work on Design theory. He is
also columnist for management issues at the French newspaper Le Monde.
8
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Germany: Anne-Katrin Neyer, University of Erlangen-Nurnberg – elected in 2009
Anne-Katrin Neyer received her PhD in International Management from the Vienna University of Economics and Business Administration (WU). She has been a
lecturer and visiting researcher at various international institutions, like the
Europe Institute (WU, Vienna), the University of Aarhus (Denmark) and the University of Melbourne (Australia). Prior to joining the Friedrich-AlexanderUniversity (FAU) Erlangen-Nuremberg in 2007, she was a post-doctoral research
fellow at the UK 's Advanced Institute of Management Research (AIM) at London
Business School. Her major research interests are in the field of inter- and intraorganisational cooperative systems, multinational & virtual teams, and innovation
processes. She has published on these topics in journals such as International Studies of Management and Organization, Human Resource Management, European
Management Journal, and European Journal of International Management. Dr.
Neyer also is active in other organisations and associations. She has been the Austrian representative of the Member Involvement Committee of the International
Management Division of the Academy of Management (AoM). Since December
2006 she is a Senior Research Fellow at the Center for Leading Innovation and
Cooperation (CLIC) at HHL - Leipzig Graduate School of Management.
Ireland: James QUINN, Trinity College Dublin – re-elected in 2008
In September 2000 Jim Quinn completed a career transition from full-time business
executive to full-time academic when he joined the academic staff at the School of
Business Studies, Trinity College Dublin. At Trinity he now teaches courses on
Strategic Management and Business and Society on undergraduate, postgraduate and executive programmes presented at both TCD and the Irish Management
Institute. A former Chairman of the Marketing Institute of Ireland, Jim was
awarded Fellowship of the Institute in June 2000 in recognition of his services to
marketing in Ireland. He currently serves as the Irish representative on the board
of EURAM and in the council of the Irish Academy of Management. Jim is a graduate of the Dublin Institute of Technology (Chemistry + Industrial Engineering) and
the National College of Industrial Relations (Industrial Relations Studies). He holds
an MBA from Henley Management College and was awarded a Ph.D. from Dublin
City University Business School for his research on industry evolution. Prior to
becoming a full-time academic Jim spent 25 yrs working in business in such diverse
sectors as food processing, photographic processing, pharmaceutical wholesaling,
the wholesale distribution of hardware/building products, marketing communications and private sector higher education. In the course of his career he has held
management positions in areas that include quality assurance, production, marketing and general management. Over the past twenty years he has served on the
boards of ten organizations. Intellectual capital and competitive advantage: a crossfirm competence model for North-East Italian SMEs in the manufacturing sector”,
9 International,
in Human Resource Development

ELECTION RESULTS FOR NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES
Italy: Anna Comacchio, University of Ca’Foscari – elected in 2009
Anna Comacchio, PhD in Management - University Ca' Foscari Venice, Italy , is
full professor of Organization and management at the Department of Business
Economics and Management University Ca' Foscari, Venice, Italy. Member of the
faculty of Business PhD - School of Advanced Studies in Venice, Ca' Foscari University of Venice. She has been visiting Scholar - Centre of Corporate Strategy and
Change- Warwick Business School – University of Warwick - GB. The areas of
interests are organizational design and people management. Main focuses are organization design and people management for innovation, absorptive capacity and
knowledge combination, technology transfer. She has published in Italy and abroad.
Her recent publications are Comacchio A., Bonesso S., (2009), Le potenzialità
dell’innovazione esplorativa, in Baglieri E., Lojacono G., (a cura di), Vincere con le
idee. Innovazione, design, performance, Milano, Egea, Comacchio A., Gerli F., Scapolan A., Bonesso S., 2008, “HR outsourcing in Italy”, in Martin G., et al. Technology, Outsourcing & Transforming Hr , Butterworth Heinemann, Comacchio A.,
Scapolan A., Bonesso S., (2007), Innovation, complementarities and performance in
micro/small enterprises, in International Journal Entrepreneurship and innovation management , vol.7, n.1, pp.5-28 , Comacchio A., Scapolan A., (2005) , “E-learning
strategies of Italian companies”, in Torres-Coronas T. and Arias-Oliva M., ed., eHuman Resources Management: Managing Knowledge People, Idea Group Inc. book,
Hershey, pp.171-204, Camuffo A., Comacchio A., (2005), “Linking intellectual capital and competitive advantage: a cross-firm competence model for North-East Italian SMEs in the manufacturing sector”, in Human Resource Development International,
Netherlands: Ad van Iterson, Maastricht University – elected in 2009
Dr Ad van Iterson graduated in sociology at the University of Amsterdam, where
he also taught sociology of art. Van Iterson received his PhD. with a thesis on paternalism in the early factory system. His promoter was Prof. Geert Hofstede. Presently, Ad van Iterson works as an associate professor in Organization Studies for
the Organization Studies group, Maastricht University. His main fields of teaching
and writing are: informal organization, civilising theory applied on organizations, and
institutional contexts of organizations. Next to faction, Ad van Iterson also writes
novels, short stories, and columns.
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Norway: Fred Stronen, Oslo University College – re-elected in 2009
Associate Professor Fred H. Strønen finished is PhD in 2002 at Norwegian
School of Management in cooperation with Copenhagen Business School and
served on the organizing committee for EURAM 2006 in Oslo. His research
interest is within the areas of strategy, organization and leadership.
Fred H. Strønen is currently working at Oslo University College, Faculty of
Social Science and is responsible for courses within strategic management at
bachelor and master level.
Portugal: Luis CABRAL –CARDOSO, University of Minho – re-elected in 2008
CV awaited
Slovenia: Tomaz CATER, University of Ljubljana– elected in 2008
Tomaž Čater is an Associate Professor of Management at the Faculty of Economics, University of Ljubljana (FELU) where he also obtained his doctoral
degree in the field of management and organization in 2003. As part of his
doctoral studies in 2001 he was a visiting scholar at the Kelley Business
School, Indiana University, USA. He has been employed at FELU since 1998.
Among his important past and present positions are Head of Distance Education, Head of the Department of Management and Organization and Head
of the Sport Management master's degree program. His primary field of
teaching is strategic management, which is also his main field of research.
The results of his research have been published in recognized domestic and
foreign publications. He is a member of the editorial board of the Journal for
East European Management Studies, the national representative of the Republic of Slovenia at the European Academy of Management (EURAM) and
the president of the Section for Business Analyses at the Union of Economists of Slovenia.
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Spain: Alejandro Escriba, University of Valencia– elected in 2009
Alejandro Escriba-Esteve (PhD) is associate professor University of Valencia,
where he teaches strategic management courses at undergraduate and master programmes as well as courses on strategic alliances at the doctoral programme. Currently, he is the Director of the Master in Business Strategy. He
received his PhD in management from the University of Valencia in 1999, and
his primary research interests focus on the impact of TMT and networks on
firms’ strategic choices, as well as partners’ dynamics in strategic alliances.
His work has been published in several international peer reviewed journals
including British Journal of Management, International Small Business Journal,
International Marketing Review and Journal of Knowledge Management, as well
as in the main scientific journals in the field of management research
(Cuadernos de Economía y Dirección de la Empresa, Revista Europea de Dirección
y Economía de la Empresa, Información Comercial Española). Since 2008, Dr.
Escribá-Esteve is member of the board of ACEDE, one the most important
scientific associations of management and business sciences in Spain. In addition to his academic work, Alejandro Escribá-Esteve has been a consultant or
a management educator with a number of firms in Spain.
Sweden: Hans Lundberg, Växjö University – elected in 2009
My professional passion is nascent entrepreneurship in liminal practices constituted of hybrid logics or increasingly under influence thereof (tag lines like
‘culturalization of economy/ economization of culture’ or ‘aestheticization of
market practices/marketization of aesthetic practices’ provide some approximates of the types of hybrid logics that fascinates me). This passion has its
roots in my deep involvement from young age in a movement that, as it
turned out to be, formed a new sport (Floorball) that in a few decades was
to become among the biggest ones in Sweden and nowadays is spread to
about forty countries. My fascination for forming structures, negotiating images, materializing the not yet realized and dealing with vagueness as a productive resource, took on new routes as I re-entered the Academia in the
beginning of the new millennium. During these years I, alongside with regular
PhD activities and my PhD Thesis (about market formation of the experience industries in Sweden), have been engaged in various sectors (culture,
education, sports) with initiating new practices via processes of nascent entrepreneurship. Some example are; creating knowledge transfer platforms
for entrepreneurship education and entrepreneurial learning in socioeconomically pressured Stockholm suburbia, full-scale re-engineering of fivesix academic courses, introducing relational art as an artistic practice in Mexico and establishing sport management as an academic field in Sweden. Since
beginning of 2007 me and my wife Marcela live in and operate from Mexico
12
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Switzerland: Georg VON KROGH, ETH – Swiss Federal Institute of Technology – elected in 2008
Georg von Krogh was born in Oslo, Norway. He is a Professor at ETH Zurich
and holds the Chair of Strategic Management and Innovation. He is also the
Head of ETH Zurich's Department of Management, Technology, and Economics.
Professor von Krogh specializes in competitive strategy, technological innovation, and knowledge management. He has conducted research in various industries including financial services, media, computer software and hardware, lifesciences, and consumer goods. He has been Assistant Professor of Business
Policy at SDA Bocconi, Bocconi University in Italy, Associate Professor of
Strategy at the Norwegian School of Management, and Professor of Management at the University of St. Gallen in Switzerland, and a Director of this University's Institute of Management. He has been Visiting Professor at MIT's Sloan
School of Management, Hitotsubashi University in Japan, Japan Advanced Institute of Science and Technology, and the London School of Economics and Political Science.
United Kingdom: Chaterine Cassell, Manchester Business School– elected in 2009
Catherine Cassell is Professor of Occupational Psychology at Manchester
Business School where she is currently Director of the School's Postgraduate
research programmes. Previously she held appointments in the Management
School at the University of Sheffield and at Sheffield Business School, Sheffield
Hallam University. Catherine has had a number of roles within the British
Academy of Management. She is currently Chair of the BAM Special Interest
group in Research Methodology, and has chaired and co-ordinated the
‘Research Methodology’ track at the annual BAM conference for the last 5
years. She has also organised and contributed to some of the research training
that BAM provides for its’ members. After contributing a symposium at last
year’s EURAM conference, this year she is one of the co-chairs of the
‘Research Methods and Research Practice track’ at EURAM 2009. Professor
Cassell is an Associate Editor of the 'British Journal of Management', inaugural
co-Editor of 'Qualitative Research in Organisations and Management: an international journal', and on the Editorial Advisory Boards of four other business
and management journals. Her research interests are in the area of qualitative
research techniques in business and management research and learning, change
and development.
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USA: Fariborz Damanpour, Rutgers Business School co-opted in 2009
Fariborz Damanpour's primary area of research is management of innovation
and change in organizations. His research papers have been published in the
general management and technology management journals. He served as
chairman of the Department of Management & Global Business of the Rutgers
Business School, and Department Editor of the Technology & Innovation
Management, IEEE Transactions on Engineering Management. Currently he
serves on the editorial boards of the Journal of Engineering and Technology Management and Journal of Management Studies.
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Dear Colleagues,
On behalf of the EURAM annual conference organizing committee, I am pleased to announce the list of tracks
for the 10th Annual meeting of EURAM to be held in Rome, Italy, in May 2010.
We had a large response to the call for track proposals with 101 proposals received including a symposium.
All proposals were evaluated by the EURAM Scientific Committee, the Special Interest Group (SIG) leaders
and members of the respective SIGs.
A brief description of the selected tracks may be found on the conference website www.euram2010.org in
the next few days.
SIG: GENDER EQUALITY AND DIVERSITY IN MANAGEMENT
1. TRACK: Gender Equality and Diversity in Management
2. TRACK: Gender, Management and Changing Public Sectors
3. TRACK: Doing Gender in Entrepreneurial Forms and Industries
SIG: CORPORATE GOVERNANCE
4. TRACK: Corporate Governance
5. TRACK: Corporate Governance and National Institutions
6. TRACK: New drivers of banking management in a changing financial world: Enhancing the relationships between banks and their stakeholders
7. TRACK: Corporate Governance and the crisis of financialization
8. TRACK: Governance in public and non-profit organizations: systems, mechanisms and roles
9. TRACK: Structure of corporate ownership
10. TRACK: Back to the future in M&A studies: Time for rethinking and re-rooting?
11. TRACK: Downsizing, financialization and regulation
SIG: RESEARCH METHODS AND RESEARCH PRACTICE
12. TRACK: Research Methods and Research Practice
13. TRACK: Strategy Practice and Research: the role of qualitative and quantitative modelling
SIG: PUBLIC MANAGEMENT
14. TRACK: Public Management
15. TRACK Public organizations challenges: back to the theory?
16. TRACK: Back to the Future in Healthcare Organization and Management
17. TRACK: Culture as an agent of change
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SIG: SPORT AS A BUSINESS: INTERNATIONALISATION, PROFESSIONALISATION, COMMERCIALISATION”
18. TRACK: “Sport as a Business: internationalisation, professionalization, commercialisation”
SIG: PROJECT ORGANIZING
19. TRACK : Project Futures - in Research and Practice
SIG: INTERNATIONAL MANAGEMENT
20. TRACK: From Global to Worldy Leadership
21. TRACK: Expatriate management: new trends, new challenges and new prospects
22. TRACK: Leveraging the positive in multicultural teams
23. TRACK: International supply chain management: between algorithms and ethics
SIG: INNOVATION
24. TRACK: Innovation – Into The Future.
25. TRACK: ICT enabling Collaboration, Innovation and Knowledge Sharing: emerging “open” phenomena, organizational models and technological tools
26. TRACK: Innovation in Chinese Firms
27. TRACK: Organizing creativity for innovation: Multidisciplinary perspectives, theories, and practices
28. TRACK: Hybrid Value Creation & Service-Dominant Logic
1
2 SIG: BUSINESS & SOCIETY
29. TRACK: Re-Thinking the Role of The Firm in a Post-Crisis World
30. TRACK: Organization After Empire? State, Corporate and Popular Reactions and Resistances to
the Crises of Capitalism
31. TRACK: Events, Institutional Ordering and Organization Futures
32. TRACK: Tragedy of the Commons at Work
33. TRACK: Measuring and Communicating CSR and Sustainability: A Strategy Perspective
34. TRACK: Management and Organization of Sustainability in Production and Consumption Systems
35. TRACK: Socially Responsible Management: Beyond Organizational and Sector Boundaries
SIG: KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT
36. TRACK: Rethinking the Strategic Imperative of Organizational Learning Practices - Absorptive Capacity from a Process and Network Perspective
SIG: STRATEGIC MANAGEMENT
37. TRACK: Strategic management
GENERAL TRACKS
38. TRACK: The Future of Careers and Careers of the Future
39. TRACK: Entrepreneurial Marketing
40. TRACK: Relational capabilities to manage strategic alliances and networks
41. TRACK: Challenges for Managing Interorganizational Networks
16
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42. TRACK: Evolution, Darwinism and the Theory of the Firm
43. TRACK: Shareholder vs. stakeholder-orientation in accounting practices
44. TRACK: Dynamic Capabilities: Theoretical Approaches and Practical Applications
45. TRACK: Philosophy of Management
46. TRACK: Moving Ahead - Towards a Humanistic Turn in
47. TRACK: Philosophical thorns in the side of Leadership Studies
SYMPOSIA
1.
2.

Management in Tommorowland: Exploring the challenges & the seeds of sustainable management
Design as a Paradigm and as an Object of Management

The deadline for the submission of full papers is December 7th 2009.
Below is a set of guidelines and formatting instructions to help you prepare and submit your paper.
Please read them carefully prior to submitting
Each paper can only be submitted to ONE track.
Submitted papers must NOT have been previously presented, published, accepted for publication, and if
under review, must NOT appear in print before EURAM 2010 Conference.
To facilitate the blind review process, remove ALL authors identifying information, including
acknowledgements, from the text.
(Any submissions with author information will be automatically DELETED).
The entire paper (title page, abstract, main text, figures, tables, references, etc.) must be in ONE document created in PDF format.
The maximum length of the paper is 40 pages (including ALL tables, appendices and references). The paper
format should follow the European Management Review Style Guide.
Use Times New Roman 12-pitch font, double spaced, and 1-inch (2.5 cm) margin all around.
Number all of the pages of the paper.
NO changes in the paper title, abstract, authorship, and actual paper can
occur AFTER the submission deadline.
Check that the PDF File of your paper prints correctly (i.e. all imported figures and tables are there), and ensure that the file is virus-free.
Submissions will be done on-line on the EURAM 2010 Website
(http://www.euram2010.org). The link will be announced on
September 7st 2009.
All the best,
Luca Gnan
2010 Conference Chair,
Euram2010@uniroma2.it

Luca Gnan
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EURAM 2010 Doctoral Colloquium
May 18-19 May, 2010
University of Tor Vergata - Rome
Are you are a second or higher year doctoral student?
Would you like to become part of a highly motivated community of young researchers?
Do you want to engage with doctoral students from different parts of Europe?
Do you want to become the winner of the “EURAM 2010 Doctoral Colloquium Best Paper Award”?
Are you are ready to try something different?
Then we would like to invite you to participate in the EURAM 2010 doctoral colloquium!
Explore
Learn from leading management scholars! AND Learn from those, who have just finished...and survived their PhD!
In the first part of the colloquium experienced management scholars will share their experience in doing research and being a researcher. Learning from those scholars and asking them all the questions you’ve always
wanted to ask management scholars is a great opportunity to become part of the management research community. Also, we are pleased to announce, that this year for the first time, we will invite participants of the
2008 and 2009 doctoral colloquiums, who have just finished their PhD, to share their experience with you.
Don’t miss this great opportunity to learn how to survive a PhD and get insights regarding strategies that
helped your peers.
Experience
Learn from each other!
In the second part of the colloquium you will discuss your papers in small groups – each supervised by a senior researcher. The aim is not to give a “traditional” paper presentation but to briefly outline your research
and then seek advice and feedback for the particular questions you have. We will circulate the papers in advance so that you and the senior researchers can familiarise yourselves with the work of the others members
of your team. Our scientific committee will decide about who will become the winner of the “EURAM 2010
Doctoral Colloquium Best Paper Award”.
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Engage
Identify future trends of management research!
In the third part of the colloquium, we invite you to take part in identifying future trends of management research: If you would be the editor of a key journal in your field, which special issues could you think of?
Where would you put the focus on – why? What are the innovative ideas that will mark the forthcoming volumes? Discuss your ideas with editors of leading academic journals.
Submission Procedure & Important Dates
Please upload the following documents at www.euram2010.org by January 11th, 2010:
Note: The application will be opened as off 7 September 2009.
Your CV
A short letter of motivation,
A letter of recommendation by your PhD supervisor
EITHER an abstract (500 words) of your dissertation marked as “ABSTRACT” OR a full paper/
dissertation proposal (max. 15 pages), marked as “PAPER” or “PROPOSAL OF DOCTORAL DISSERTATION”.
Please note that only full papers/dissertation proposals can be considered for the Doctoral Colloquium Award 2010.
A signed statement stating, that “in the case of acceptance for the doctoral colloquium I have the necessary funding and will definitely participate in the doctoral colloquium”.
You will be notified about the decision of the doctoral colloquium committee by February 12th, 2010.
If you have any problems or questions uploading your documents, please contact Luisa Jaffé from the EIASM
office.
Specific information regarding submission of FULL PAPER/DISSERTATION PROPOSAL:
1) Please submit a paper/proposal of doctoral dissertation that is no longer than 10-15 pages (double spaced;
excluding references, tables and figures)
2) Even if you submit a paper dealing with a specific aspect of your doctoral dissertation or a proposal of
your doctoral dissertation, the following elements need to be covered:
Abstract
Introduction
Theoretical Framework
Method
Findings (if proposal of doctoral dissertation pls. present expected findings if you already have some OR
leave this section out and focus on the theoretical framework)
Discussion & Conclusion
References
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Fees
Participation fees for the Doctoral Colloquium (DC) only: To be announced (approx. 100 €)
Reduced participation fees for DC & full Conference: To be announced (approx. 350 €)
Chairs
Prof. Dr. Kathrin M. Möslein, University Erlangen-Nuremberg (Chair of Information System I) & CLIC
(Centre for Leading Innovation & Cooperation), HHL- Leipzig Graduate School of Management
Dr. Anne-Katrin Neyer, University Erlangen-Nuremberg (Chair of Information System I) & CLIC (Centre
for Leading Innovation & Cooperation), HHL- Leipzig Graduate School of Management
Contact
Luisa Jaffé, EURAM, luisa.jaffe@eiasm.be
Hosted by

**********************************************************************************************************
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European Management Review
EURAM members receive the four yearly issues of the European Management
Review, the official journal of EURAM. This Europe-based premier research journal
is dedicated to advancing the understanding of management in organisations through
investigation and theoretical analysis.
The new editors are Alfonso Gambardella and Maurizio Zollo, pictured below.

If you enjoy reading European Management Review, why not take a
moment to recommend the journal to your librarian, or a colleague?
If you or your students will need to refer to the articles European Management Review , you are submitting a paper- or thinking about submitting one- you are already a contributor or you feel that the journal will
benefit your library’s collection, please visit the journal’s homepage to make your recommendation.
Just go to www.palgrave-journals.com/emr and click on the link on the right-hand side of the page reading ‘Recommend this publication to your library.’
You can also use the European Management Review website to:
Read recommended sample content, specially chosen by the editors: The European Management
Review site has a link to no less than 13 top selected EMR papers
Sign up to email Table of Contents alerts and RSS feeds: Get the latest information about the journal’s content and news about relevant publications and conferences
Submit your papers: Find out more about Calls for Papers and instructions for authors interested in submitting papers to European Management Review
Find out about new additions to the journal: We are pleased to announce a new Section of EMR –
called Questions & Propositions which will begin with issue 6.3, to be published in September of this year.
Find out more about it on the website: www.palgrave-journals.com/emr
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Joint EFMD-EURAM Programme on Creating Research Leadership in Europe
It is important for business schools to contribute to the creation of knowledge. However, each institution is
faced with challenges to develop an appropriate research strategy and to implement that strategy. In order
to strengthen their members’ capability to develop high quality research, EFMD and EURAM have joined
efforts to offer this professional development programme.
AIMS
 To prepare individuals in European business and management schools to step into significant research
management roles through exposure to a wide range of strategic and operational concerns. Particular emphasis will be placed on preparing individuals for the role of “Research Director”.
 To help build a community of research leaders in European business and management schools.
WHO SHOULD ATTEND?
Recently appointed Research Directors or those who aspire to hold the position of Research Director
DRAFT PROGRAMME OUTLINE:
Research Context and Strategy
1. Research Identity (approaches to research in European Business and Management; types of school on
the European stage; the future of business schools in Europe; impact on research strategy; research
quality problematised)
2. Differing Contexts (research in the ancient, old and new; international influences; small and large
schools; experienced and mature organisations and new starters)
3. Environmental Influences (national public and private funders; the European Union; international doctoral standards <PhD and DBA>; policy influences through research assessment, role of pan European
Institutes-EFMD, EGOS, EURAM, EIASM)
Operational Performance
1. Performance and Faculty (faculty development and talent management; performance measurement
and management; dealing with difficult issues in assessing performance; role/relationship between
Dean and Research Director; managing toward exceptional performance)
2. Shaping and Organising (developing requisite research structures; shaping for academic excellence and
managerial relevance; organising doctoral programmes; research artefacts and culture; managing inter22

-national, inter-institutional and large projects).
3. How will I make a Difference? – leading research in my school (Creating a personal synthesis; defining
a place to start; “eating the elephant a spoonful at the time”; measuring progress; personal survival
and support structures; contributing to the “big picture” of where we are headed in business and
management research)
THREE MODULES
 5-6 November 2009
 10-11 December 2009
 11-12 February 2010
REGISTRATION FEES
 3000 euros EFMD & EURAM Members
 3500 euros non-members
All modules will be held at the EFMD premises in Brussels, Belgium. To register, please visit www.euramonline.org
The registration fee covers all three modules. It is not possible to register for a single module. Moreover,
attendance at all three modules is mandatory. For more information, please contact either:
Luisa Jaffe (luisa.jaffe@eiasm.be) (Administrative Coordinator, Euram) or
Robin Hartley (robin.hartley@efmd.org) (Manager, Network Services, European Foundation for Management Development).
**********************************************************************************************************
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EURAM is pleased to welcome the following new members who joined the Academy in Summer 2009:

Mr. Lucian-Aron BELASCU

Lucian Blaga University

Romania

Dr. Kiflemariam HAMDE

Umeå University

Finland

Dr. Adina Letitia NEGRUSA

Babes-Bolyai University

Romania

Mr. Vicente ORTIZ

ITESO – Universidad Jesuita de Guadalajara

Mexico

Prof. Agata STACHOWICZSTANUSCH

Silesian Technical University

Poland

**********************************************************************************************************
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EURAM Special Interest Groups (SIGs)
Dear Colleagues,
On behalf of the EURAM annual conference organizing committee, I am pleased to announce the list of the
Special Interest Groups (SIGs) for the 10th Annual meeting of EURAM to be held in Rome, Italy, in May 2010.
13 May 2009 the EURAM meeting on the formation of Special Interest Groups took place. On basis of the
fruitful discussion we had, we created the provisional 12 SIGs representing the broad areas in Management.
These SIGs will have the responsibility for the creation of the conference program (tracks), we would review
papers and also proposals for tracks. This could alleviate the conference chair and enhance the quality of the
academic program.
Yours sincerely,
Prof. dr. Henk W. Volberda
A brief description of the SIGs
SIG: Gender Equality and Diversity in Management
The aim of the track is to advance contemporary thinking in the discipline of equality and diversity management by bringing international scholars with an interest in disadvantaged groups in employment in a European
and international setting. We are interested in papers on equality and diversity management from all areas of
the world, but especially in papers highlighting the European case. We encourage contributions from scholars
from a broad range of disciplines: economics, management, human resource management, psychology,
womens’s/ mens’s/ gender studies, sociology, and development. We welcome studies of single countries and
comparative research.
Chair:
Vice Chairs:

Dr. Carol Woodhams, University of Plymouth
Dr. Sandra Fielden, University of Manchester
Prof. Beverly Metcalfe, University of Manchester

SIG: Corporate Governance
This track welcomes studies which are interested in the antecedents leading to particular forms or processes
of governance as well as in its consequenses. Papers adopting different theoretical lenses, using different research methods, analyzing different types of companies and exploring boards and governance in different
countries are strongly encouraged. The track offers Best Paper and Best Reviewers Awards.
Chair:
Vice Chairs:

Morten Huse, BI Norwegian School of Management
Joan Enric Ricart i Costa, IESE Business School, University of Navarra
Alessandro Zattoni, SDA Bocconi School of Management
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Sibel Yamak, Galatasaray University
Silke Machold, University of Wolverhampton Business School
SIG: Research Methods and Research Practice
The Research Methods and Research Practice Strategic Interest Group aims to promote discussion around
all aspects of research methods and research practice in the business and management disciplines. Its focus
includes: Epistemological foundations of research; quantitative, qualitative and mixed methods of data collection and analysis; and environmental and institutional factors affecting the conduct of research including funding regimes, quality audits, ethical regulation and control over publication outlets.
Chair:
Vice Chair:

Bill Lee, Univeristy of Sheffield Management School
Robert Breitenecker, Klagenfurt University
Rainer Harms, University of Twente
Catherine Cassell, Manchester Business School

SIG: Public Management
The Public Management Strategic Interest Group aims at providing a wide-ranging, authoritative and internationally-focused forum to discuss major developments and key debates in the field of governance, organization and management of public administrations and public services.
Current themes include, but are not limited to: network management, e-government, human resources management, ethics and trust, performance management, quality improvement, budgeting and accounting, etc.
Chair:
Vice Chairs:

Denita Cepiku, University of Tor Vergata
Reto Steiner, University of Bern
Tony Brodbent, Roehampton University, UK
Robert Fouchet, Paul Cezanne University
Marco Meneguzzo, University of Rome “Tor Vergatta”
Riccardo Mussari, University of Siena

SIG: Sport as a Business: Internationalisation, Professionalisation, Commercialisation
The “Sport as a Business” SIG is a network of academics, practitioners, athletes and sport officials whose interests revolve around aspects of internationalization, professiona-lization and commercialization of sports in
theory and in practice. The Group will function as a catalyst for building and disseminating new ideas around
the business of sports.
Chair:
Vice Chair:

Harald Dolles, Heilbronn Business School
Sten Soderman, Stockholm University
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SIG: Project Organizing
Project Organising is a rapidly growing area of research interest unified by a concern with projects and programmes as temporary organizations with a pre-determined lifecycle. Thus the SIG addresses a distinctive
organizational phenomenon while posing important challenges to predominant organization theory and practice.
Chair:
Vice Chairs:

Graham Winch, University of Manchester
Karlos Artto, Helsinki University of Technology
Rolf Lundin, Jönköping Univeristy
Christophe Midler, Ecole Polytechnique
Rodney Turner, University of Lemerick

SIG: International Management
Chair:
Vice Chairs:

Niels Noorderhaven, Tilburg Univerisity
Donatella Depperu, Università Cattolica del Sacro Cuore
Rian Drogendijk, Uppsala University
Markus Kittler, University of Stirling

SIG: Innovation
Chair:
Vice Chairs:

John Bessant, Exeter University
Bettina von Stamm, Innovation Leadership Forum
Kathrin M. Möslein, University of Erlangen

SIG: Business & Society
The creation of this Strategic Interest Group is the result of a joint effort by two networks of European
scholars specialized in the study of interdependence between business firms and the broader society. One is
the European Academy of Business In Society (EABIS) and the other is Reseau International de Recherche sur
les Organizations et le Development Durable (RIODD). We list the names of a small minority of their members, those with official roles in the associations or who have been the most active members in their development. The total membership potential of this SIG, on the basis of these institutions alone, is estimated to
be more than 300 academics, most of them in Europe but also in Asia, South and North America, Africa and
Australia.
Chair:
Vice Chairs:

Julienne Brabet, Univerity of Paris
David Bevan, EABIS
Michel Capron, Univeristy of Paris
Jean-Claude Dupuis, Université Catholique de Lyon
Gilbert Lenssen, EABIS
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Nigel Roome, Tias Nimbas
André Sobczack, Membre du bureau
Maurizio Zollo, Bocconi University
SIG: Knowledge Management
Chair:
Vice Chairs:

Wolfgang H. Güttel, University of Kassel
Elena Antonacopoulou, University of Liverpool
Roberto Pholipini, University of Padua
Stefhan Kaiser, WHL Lahr
Allan Macpherson, University of Liverpool
Gordon Müller-Seitz, Free University Berlin

SIG: Strategic Management
Chair:
Vice Chairs:

Henk W. Volberda, Rotterdam School of Management, Erasmus University.
Maurizio Zollo, Bocconi University
Fariborz Damanpour, Rutgers Business School
Charles Baden-Fuller, Cass Business School
Frans A.J. van den Bosch, Rotterdam School of Management, Erasmus University.

**********************************************************************************************************
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CALL FOR PAPERS, CONFERENCES, RESEARCH GRANTS, VACANCIES ETC

SPECIAL ISSUE – CALL FOR PAPERS
RE-THINKING THE FIRM IN A POST-CRISIS WORLD
The world has been hit by a multiplicity of global crises in the most recent years. In addition to the macroeconomic recession primed by the melt-down of large parts of the financial services industry in many advanced economies, we have witnessed (at least) two more, highly inter-related, global shocks directly caused
by firm behavior. The first one has to do with the environmental crisis, with macro-level effects, such as climate change, and micro-level ones, such as the worsening health conditions in highly polluted areas. The second, perhaps at the root cause of the other two, relates to the “moral crisis”, the loss of the sense of responsibility that comes with the exercise of the managerial function, let alone the leadership role, in business
firms.
The simultaneous failure of the business firm to achieve economic, environmental and social sustainability
hurts us not only as management scholars, but as teachers of the subject matter, as taxpayers, as investors, as
employees and as citizens (you choose the order of relevance). It also hurts to see the debate on the causes
and the remedies of the global crisis to be carried out on the media worldwide by social scientists in different
fields, especially by economists and political scientists. Not because of corporative ego (maybe a bit), but because it highlights the inability of our profession to have a(ny) voice in such a dramatic show of ineffective use
of the knowledge that we are responsible to develop, or (even worse) of our failure to produce and effectively communicate the knowledge that would be necessary to prevent these system shocks to occur.
We would thus like to call for contributions to a special issue of our journal that aims to influence the global
debate on foundational questions in our field, tackled in the light of the evidence brought by the economic,
environmental and moral crises that we have been witnessing. Contributions should tackle one or more of
the following questions:
What does the evidence of the economic, environmental and/or moral crises tell us about the fundamental tenets of the theory of the firm? What, if anything, needs to be re-assessed, in a normative
perspective, about how we think of the role of the firm in the broader socio-economic context?
 What does the evidence on the way managers and their stakeholders think about the role of the firm
in the broader socio-economic context tell us about the way firms should be organized, governed and
managed to align their behavior to external and internal expectations?
 What do the multiple crises tell us about the fundamental tenets about the strategic management of
firms? How does a novel understanding of the role of the firm in society influence the way we think
about the antecedents to the economic, environmental and social sustainability of its activities? About
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the management of fundamental strategic processes such as corporate growth, downsizing, outsourcing and the strategy-making process itself?
 What organizational or business models might be proposed, whether existing in the past or at present or drawn from scratch, as potential solutions to the problem of designing the firm for economic,
environmental and social sustainability?
 What do the multiple crises tell us about the role of the individual manager in a firm designed for
economic, environmental and social sustainability? What traits and behaviors are to be screened
for? How can they be effectively motivated by organizational processes and systems, and how
can they be effectively developed in the context of internal or external management development
programs?
The submission process for this special issue will be open on the EMR website, starting on November 1st and
until December 7th 2009. The authors of a selected list of papers, screened after the first round of reviews, will be invited to present their work at the 10th anniversary of the European Academy of Management
conference in Rome in May 2010.
For queries on the content of this call, please contact maurizio.zollo@unibocconi.it For any question
about submission procedures at EMR, please see the website http://www.pelgrave-journals.com/emr or
email Serena Giovannoni at emr@palgrave.com.
**********************************************************************************************************
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Workshops, Conferences and Doctoral Seminars
To view the full calendar of EIASM Events: visit our website http://www.eiasm.org/index1.html
September 10-11, 2009, Krakow, Poland
4th Workshop on Organisational Change and Development: Advances, Challenges adn Contradictions
Deadline for abstract submission: Closed
September 23-25, 2009, Helsinki, Finland
7th Workshop on International Strategy & Cross-Cultural Management
Deadline for full paper submissions: Closed
November 12-13, 2009, Brussels Belgium
Workshop on Cross Boarder M&A: Challenges & Opportunities in a Global Business Environment
Deadline for abstract submission: Closed
November 16-17, 2009, St Andrews, UK
Workshop on Managing European Cities: Strategies and Governance for a New Urbanism
Deadline for extended abstract: September 5th, 2009
6th Workshop on Corporate Governance, Brussels, Belgium
Deadline for extended abstract: September 1st, 2009
To view the full calendar of EDEN Events: visit our website http://www.eiasm.org/index1.html
September 7-9, 2009, Leuven, Belgium
EDEN Doctoral Seminar on Statistical Methods for Management Research
Deadline for application: July 7th, 2009
December 7-11, 2009, Brussels, Belgium
EDEN Doctoral Seminar International Merges and Acquisitions
Deadline for application: July 7th, 2009
November 9-13, 2009, Brussels, Belgium
EDEN Doctoral Seminar on Non-Profit Organisation and Management
Deadline for application: September 9th, 2009
November 30-December 4, 2009, Brussels Belgium
EDEN Doctoral Seminar on Methods, Techniques and Theories in Entrepreneurship and Innovation
Deadline for application: September 30th, 2009
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Leadership & Organization Development Journal
Special Issue: On being emotionally intelligent: exploring the tension between organisational
interests and individual benefits through the lens of leadership roles.
Dedline of submission: 1 October 2009 (earlier submissions welcome).
Guest Edited by: Susan Cartwright and Dirk Lindebaum
There are few studies in the management literature that explore the tension between ‘emotionally intelligent’
behaviour that, serves organisational interests, and yet at the same time safeguards one’s well-being and integrity. This tension can be related to the view that organisations and individuals may not, of necessity, converge on the same objectives. This lack of research should give rise to significant concern, as corporate EI
intervention schemes are ubiquitous and increasing, impelled by the view that the results thereof will positively affect the ‘bottom line’ in organisations. By now, a multi-million dollar ‘training’ industry is thriving on
claims that EI is a learned competence that can be trained at any stage, a claim that is not without its critics.
Several writers lament that in these schemes individuals are often told ‘how’ to feel. Such normative and prescriptive undertaking can have, for instance, detrimental implications for the well-being of individuals, as the
suppression of truly felt emotions has been associated with negative physiological costs (e.g. increased blood
pressure and heart rate). In contrast, a recent meta-analysis has shown that higher EI (as trait) is associated
with better mental, psychosomatic, and physical health. One overarching question manifests itself therefore:
Who is the beneficiary of EI? Is it the organisation or the individual? The special issue seeks to examine these
questions through the lens of leadership roles, as leaders often operate at the interface between these two
forces. For instance, a leader may be under pressure to sustain the competitive advantage of an organisation.
Yet, those at the receiving end may experience undue stress as a result of it. The objectives of this special
issue are to (i) generate research interest into this underrepresented line of inquiry, and (ii) to publish a collection of high-quality articles that stem from a variety of management disciplines and areas within a comprehensive volume. Articles submitted should aim to inform theory development, enhance practice where possible, and encourage future empirical work. Such articles can adopt a qualitative and/or quantitative focus.
The articles will undergo a rigorous double-blind review process, using LODJ’s normal review process and
selection criteria. Submissions must reflect the original work of the author(s), which has not previously been
published and is not under consideration for publication elsewhere.
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Authors should follow regular LODJ guidelines, which can be found on the journal’s website.
Please submit the article via email to one of the guest editors:
Susan Cartwright
Professor of Organizational Psychology & Well-Being
Director of the Centre for Organizational Health & Well-Being
Lancaster University
Email: susan.cartwright@lancaster.ac.uk
Dirk Lindebaum
Postdoctoral Fellow in Organisational Psychology
Division of People, Management & Organisation
Manchester Business School
Email: dirk.lindebaum@mbs.ac.uk
**********************************************************************************************************
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Special Issue:
Strategy as Discourse: Its Significance, Challenges and Future Directions
Submission Deadline 31 October 2009
Co-Editors:
Julia Balogun, Lancaster University Management School
Claus Jacobs, St Gallen University
Paula Jarzabkowski, Aston Business School
Saku Mantere & Eero Vaara, Hanken, Finland
Strategic management in organizations is to a significant extent discursive and rhetorical in nature. First, strategic management is a discipline – an institutional discourse – with a particular history. This discipline has developed its own social codes and knowledge that revolve around specific concepts (theories / models).
These concepts are discursive constructions that both enable and constrain organizational strategizing and
other action. The knowledge of these concepts has also become a symbol of professionalization and competence in organizations, with important implications for organizational power relations and subjectivity construction. Second, strategizing in organizations is based on discursive and rhetorical work. This involves specific vocabularies, rhetorical strategies, storytelling, and metaphors. Also, it is through and within discourses
that these two aspects of strategy practice – the macro and the micro – are interlinked. At the macro level,
the pervasive discourse of strategy and its status as a symbol of professionalization give it an institutionalized
presence. At the micro level, this discourse is enacted, reproduced and modified through the everyday practice of strategic actors. This interplay between macro and micro strategy discourses is not simply a theoretical abstraction but has consequential effects for how strategy work is done.
While the role of language in general, and of discourse and communication in particular, has been acknowledged in previous research in strategic management, this area remains theoretically underdeveloped and empirically under-explored. This special issue argues that it is time to take language seriously in strategy research. Its purpose, therefore, is to publish theoretically enriched and methodologically sound discourse
based studies of strategic management that advance the strategic management field as a whole and build
upon and extend alternative approaches such as the economic, behavioural and cognitive traditions.
In order to move forward there is a need to build on what we already know to develop a more comprehensive understanding of the true potential of language based studies of strategic activity and provide a solid
conceptual foundation for more cumulative knowledge generation in this domain. We invite studies which
examine language and its relevance in strategic management from a broad range of perspectives, such as various forms of frame and sensemaking analysis, content analysis, conversation analysis, rhetorical studies,
metaphor analysis, narrative analysis of various forms and critical discourse analysis. In order to be eligible
for the special issue, papers must address activity / processes / phenomena / practices that are strategic,
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meaning that they are consequential for the strategic outcomes, directions, survival and competitive advantage of organizations, although those consequences could be emergent rather than part of an intended and
formally articulated strategy
We encourage articles which explore, but are not limited to, questions such as:


How do particular forms of speech and discourse shape the conduct and outcome of strategic conversations?

How are strategy texts authored, edited, translated, and consumed in organizations?
 How does the discourse of strategy construct organizations and individuals as competent strategic actors; and, what are the implications of the discourse of strategy for organizational and individual behavior?


How are actors able to draw upon and use the discourse of strategy as a resource?
 How do the discursive practices of strategy forge subjectivity in organizations? How do individuals in different parts of the organization use strategy language to advance their interests? How do the discursive
practices of actors enable or constrain participation in strategy work?


This special issue reaches out, and is open, to strategy scholars of any persuasion who see language, discourse and communication as central in their research, but also other scholars in organizing and management conducting research from language based perspectives on issues relevant to strategic management. We
are particularly interested in papers that develop discourse or language based perspectives that shift our understanding of topics that have traditionally been approached from, for example, cognitive or knowledgebased perspectives.
Papers should be submitted as e-mail attachments to Julia Balogun (papers should be sent for the attention
of Julia Balogun to f.riley@lancaster.ac.uk) by 31st October 2009.Call for Papers
They should conform to the normal guidelines for submission to JMS – see www.blackwellpublishing.com/
jms. Any enquiries relating to this Special Issue can be directed to any of the editors
(j.balogun@lancaster.ac.uk; claus.jacobs@unisg.ch; p.a.jarzabkowski@aston.ac.uk; saku.mantere@hanken.fi;
eero.vaara@hanken.fi )
**********************************************************************************************************
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23rd AMZAM Conference
1-4 December 2009,
Crown Promenade Hotel, Melbourne, Australia

This year for the first time, the primary professional, Australian and New Zealand bodies for management
(ANZAM) and marketing (ANZMAC), (includes educators, researchers, students, scholars and practitioners),
combine their annual conferences into one event entitled ‘sustainable management and marketing'. The Keynote Speaker is Prof Tim Flannery, internationally acclaimed, writer, scientist, explorer and 2007 Australian
of the Year.
The call for papers information is now available on our website www.anzam.org with online submission to be
opened from early May 2009.
As an associated organisation, the ANZAM Secretariat has asked me to contact you, to see if details of the
ANZAM 2009 conference and weblink can be placed on your website in a relevant/related section, or if the
details below (and attached) can be distributed to your members.
23rd Annual ANZAM Conference
Crown Promenade Hotel
Melbourne, Victoria, Australia
1-4 December 2009
‘Sustainable Management and Marketing’
hosted by Monash University
www.anzam.org
Conference Secretariat:
Promaco Conventions Pty Ltd
PO Box 890, Canning Bridge WA 6153
Ph: +61 8 9332 2900
Fax: +61 8 9332 2911
EMAIL: PROMACO@PROMACO.COM.AU
**********************************************************************************************************
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Revue Management International
“Location Strategies of Multinational Enterprises (MNEs):
Towards New Practices and Theories?”
Deadline for Submission: November 15, 2010
Invited Editors:
Ana Colovic, Groupe Esc Rouen
Anthony Goerzen, University of Victoria, and Visiting Scholar at Groupe ESC Rouen
Ulrike Mayrhofer, IAE de Lyon, Université Jean Moulin Lyon 3, and Groupe ESC Rouen
In a context of economic globalisation and growing regional integration, multinational enterprises (MNEs)
face an ongoing need to reshape their investment strategies and, more specifically, to optimize the choice
of location for their activities (Goerzen and Asmussen, 2007; Colovic and Mayrhofer, 2008). In fact, MNEs
currently conduct 28% of their R&D abroad, and scholars expect this trend to become more marked in the
coming years with these activities increasingly migrating to emerging economies (UNCTAD, 2005).
The process of MNE internationalization and the examination of their foreign location choice are some of
the central issues in International Business research (Dunning, 1998). The literature on MNEs and their location strategies has evolved considerably in recent years. The topic was developed first from an economic
perspective where researchers have attempted to explain the strategic decisions of MNEs, mainly focusing
on the reasons for internationalization and the determinants of market entry mode choices (e.g. Dunning’s
1988 eclectic paradigm). These models allow a better understanding of why companies choose to locate
activities in foreign markets and which options they have for entering new markets.
During the 1990s, a new approach emerged, called the New Economic Geography, concentrating on the
geographic dimension of location strategies (Krugman, 1991, 1995). This analysis emphasizes that economic
activities tend to agglomerate in certain regions and shows why some regions tend to attract certain activities (clusters). Several recent contributions also emphasize the importance of economic drivers (Cantwell
and Narula, 2003) such as market size (Sethi et al., 2003) and investment incentives (Loree and Guisinger,
1995).
A second research stream explains the location choice based on institutional and cultural factors (Flores
and Aguilera, 2007). This stream suggests that MNEs’ location strategies are influenced by the institutional
and the cultural environment (Kedia and Mukherji, 1999; Globerman and Shapiro, 2003). According to this
stream, MNEs prefer to locate foreign operations in host countries that are close or similar to their home
country because this will substantially minimize uncertainty and thus increase chances for success (Kostova,
1999; Xu and Shenkar, 2002). The literature on institutional and cultural effects includes legal, political and
cultural dimensions. For example, Dow and Karunaratna (2006) find that differences between the MNEs
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Related to this is the debate in the literature as to the ‘regional’ vs. ‘global’ character of MNEs’ operations.
Recently, Rugman (2005) analyzed the 500 largest multinational firms and concluded that the great majority
of these firms concentrate their activities in their home region - North America, Europe or Asia-Pacific.
The author argues that most companies are not global but rather regional or in some smaller proportion
bi-regional. This can be explained by the fact that distance still plays an important role, despite the globalisation of markets. In this perspective, the multidimensional character of the concept of distance (including
cultural, administrative, geographical, economic and technological aspects) that influences the international
expansion of activities (Ghemawat, 2001; Angué and Mayrhofer, 2008) should be taken into account. Flores
and Aguilera (2007) analyze location choices of the top 100 US MNEs in 1980 and 2000. Their findings suggest, first, that the extent of MNEs' activities around the globe is more extensive than assumed by regionalists' arguments and well beyond Ohmae's Triad, but still less widespread than claimed by the globalists - the
two main traditions within the globalization - regionalization debate.
Taken together, this brief overview of the literature on location strategies of multinational corporations
shows that the field needs further theoretical and empirical development to better understand the complexity of location choices. Therefore, we invite authors to submit articles on the following themes:
 Configuration/reconfiguration of the global value-chain of MNEs
 Comparison of location strategies of MNEs (countries of origin, industries, performance, etc.)
 Location strategies for specific functions: production, R&D, marketing, etc.
 Attractiveness of territories for MNE location (countries, regions, cities)
 Contribution of location strategies to the performance of MNEs
 Relationships between headquarters and foreign subsidiaries
 Changing roles of headquarters and foreign subsidiaries
Disaggregation and functional fragmentation of the value chain
The above is only a suggestive list - we would also encourage authors to explore issues of location strategies that extend beyond this list. Both theoretical and empirical papers are welcome. Papers should be submitted by e-mail to Management International (mi-cetai@hec.ca) no later than November 15, 2010
for publication in the special issue of fall 2011. The presentation of submitted papers must strictly follow
the style guide of Management International (http://revue.hec.ca/mi). Papers selected for possible publication will be evaluated through a peer review system on a double blind basis.
*********************************************************************************************************
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32nd Institute for Small Business & Entrepreneurship Conference
Celebrating Three decades of excellence in education, research and practice: at
the cutting edge of international entrepreneurship
3rd – 6th November 2009 – Liverpool, UK www.isbe.org.uk

ISBE is proud to announce its 2009 annual conference which will build on its leadership in entrepreneurship
and small business education, research and practice over three decades. We invite researchers, educators,
practitioners and those working in small business support and policy organisations to join us in exploring
the leading perspectives in entrepreneurship and consider how they can be applied in learning, business
management, enterprise and economic development support, policy and practice.
The annual conference is the premier UK national event for entrepreneurship, education, research & practice. This year ISBE will brings a fresh new approach to their conference by reviewing, revising and updating
current track themes to ensure they are of relevance and interest to the contemporary community of practitioners, policy makers and researchers. Platforming the importance of learning from real-life entrepreneurs, we will also, for the first time, be inviting ‘Teaching Cases’ for presentation and discussion.
The conference will embody the most successful aspects of previous conferences, including plenary sessions
with national and international experts from business, universities and policy support. A series of conference tracks will feature the best and latest research in such fields as enterprise education, business creation
& small business development, gender in enterprise, e-business and e-entrepreneurship, and social & community enterprise. In addition, ‘Creative Industries Entrepreneurship’ will appear as a dynamic new track in
the Liverpool conference.
For all enquiries about the conference please contact: Liz Carrington – Business Development and Events
Manager: Liz@isbe.org.uk or 0207 554 9940 or visit our website www.eventsforce.net/isbeconference2009
*********************************************************************************************************
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Leadership & Organization Development Journal
Special issue on Union Leadership
Deadline for Submission: 1 October 2009
Guest Editor Tom Redman (Durham Business School)
There has been a rapidly growing literature -- as the papers in LODJ amply demonstrate -- on the nature
and consequences of leadership in many contexts. Managerial leadership in the private, public, and voluntary
sectors is now widely studied. We know a lot about leadership in other organizational contexts, for example, political and Church leaders. However, our knowledge of trade union leadership is much more limited
and few leadership scholars have conducted studies in trade unions. Equally, union leadership was once a
popular topic of research by Industrial Relations specialists, but now appears to have fallen rather out of
fashion.
Thus the effect of union leadership style on union members has been neglected in the literature. The main
focus of the limited range of studies has been on the democratic nature of leadership decision making. Here
the link between membership participation and democratic leadership style is relatively well established.
Similarly, a few studies have examined ``union barriers'', defined as the actions taken by union leaders that
result in members feeling discouraged from participating (e.g. centralized decision making, gender-biased
appointment processes of leaders) and found that these reduced member participation in union activities
and members' commitment to their unions.
A range of measures of union leadership have been employed in the literature examining decision making,
transformational leadership, militancy-moderation orientations etc. Thus, although union leadership appears
to be a potentially fruitful line of research, it is also an area that clearly needs some consolidation, not least
in the development of psychometrically adequate measures of union leadership behaviour and developments in the testing of leadership-outcomes relationships found in other contexts. Hence this special issue.
Articles are invited which address this gap. Papers can be of a theoretical or empirical nature, or investigate
practical concerns. They can be drawn from any research tradition; contributions of both a quantitative and
a qualitative nature are invited. Papers offering comparative international perspectives will be particularly
welcome. Topics could include but are not restricted to:






Why do union members volunteer for union leadership positions?
How can unions retain their lay union leaders?
What are the different styles of union leadership?
How can union leaders be developed and supported?
What are the consequences of union leadership -- for example, in terms of member commitment and
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participation in unions?
 Under what conditions does union leadership have its greatest impact? For example, what impact is the
economic recession having on union leaders?
Enquiries, expressions of interest and submission of abstracts (500 words maximum) should be sent to the
Tom.Redman@durham.ac.uk Completed articles of between 6,000-8,000 words should be submitted by
31 January 2010 at the latest for review. Articles will be blind reviewed. The issue will be published at the
start of 2011.

*********************************************************************************************************
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International Conference on
‘Best of Class: Balance of Theory and Practice in
Design Management’
Organized by
KIDP (Korea Institute of Design Promotion)
in Collaboration with
DMI (Design Management Institute)
Songdo Conventia Premier Ballroom
December 4, 2009, Incheon, Korea
KIDP, in collaboration with DMI, will hold an international conference on ‘Best of Class: Balance of Theory
and Practice in Design Management’, in Incheon. Keynote speakers in the conference include Dr. Thomas
Lockwood, President of Design Management Institute and Professor Rachel Cooper, Lancaster University
and Professor Kyung-won Chung, Korea Advanced Institute of Science and Technology.
This Conference will be a forum for the exchanges of ideas and best practices in design management among
academics and practitioners from across the world. Proceedings of the conference will help participants
better understand ways to manage the design management and innovation process in the global and digital
era.
We are now seeking submissions of a range of papers within the overarching theme of globalization of design and design management, including those focused on theory-building and empirical research as well as
case studies. Interested individuals from academia, businesses, government agencies, or other parties are all
invited to contribute to this conference. The program will comprise keynote presentations, panel discussions with key opinion-formers in the field, full paper presentations, and poster sessions of less developed
and work in progress papers.
Best papers of the conference, subject to meeting the necessary editorial standards, will be published in a
special issue of DMI academic journal.
Program Chair
Mr. Hyun-tae Kim
President & CEO, Korea Institute of Design Promotion
Dr. Thomas Lockwood
President, Design Management Institute
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Conference Scientific Committee Chairs:
Prof. Brigitte Borja de Mozota (email: Brigitte.borja@parsons-paris.com)
Director of Research
Parsons Paris School of Art & Design
Prof. Ken Nah (e-mail:knahidas@gmail.com)
Department of Design Management
International Design School for Advanced Studies (IDAS), Hongik University
Conference Secretariat
Mr. Taewan Kim (email:taewan@kidp.or.kr)
Head, International Affairs Team
Korea Institute of Design Promotion
Korea Design Center, 344-1, Yatap 1-dong, Bundang-gu, Seongnam-shi, Gyeonggi-do
Republic of Korea
Tel: 82 31 780 2151 Fax: 82 31 780 2154
Ms. Su-jin Park (email: sujinism@kidp.or.kr)
Assistant Manager, International Affairs Team
Korea Institute of Design Promotion
Tel: 82 31 780 2152 Fax: 82 31 780 2154
Ms. Hyun-jeong Lim (email: fev29@hotmail.com)
Communications Coordinator
Korea Institute of Design Promotion
Tel: 82 2 557 7615 Fax: 82 2 522 7614
Further Details:
Further details of the conference including registration, schedule, and hotel information are available on the
DMI Web site www.dmi.org, and KIDP Web site www.designkorea.or.kr
*********************************************************************************************************
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17th CEEMAN Annual Conference “Local Responses to Global Crisis”
24-26 September 2009, Riga, Latvia
What are the challenges that businesses, national economies, governments, and business schools face on
the wave of global crisis and its implications? What are the responses to these challenges and what are the
opportunities arising from them? How business schools are dealing with the challenges related to various
educational programs, as well as those related to sustainable institutional performance and development?
These and other questions will be addressed in presentations by prominent speakers and discussions with
deans and directors of business schools and management development institutions, business leaders and
government officials from over 35 countries. The keynote speaker of the CEEMAN Annual Conference will
be Nancy Adler, the S. Bronfman Chair in Management at McGill University in Montreal, Canada, one of
the leading authorities in global leadership and cross-cultural management.
The conference events will include:
17th CEEMAN Annual Conference “Local Responses to Global Crisis”
Deans and Directors Meeting “Global Crisis and Business School Responses”
CEEMAN 15th Case Writing Competition Award
Information Session on CEEMAN International Quality Accreditation – IQA
CEEMAN Annual Meeting
Contact: Olga Veligurska, CEEMAN Coordinator/Head of Projects, olga.veligurska@iedc.si, Tel +386 4 57 92 505
*********************************************************************************************
CEEMAN Executive Education Forum “Executive Education and Entrepreneurship
Development”
26-27 November, Trieste, Italy
The objective of the Forum is to promote discussion of how executive education can best support entrepreneurship development under the current circumstances, which include unprecedented challenges but
also new opportunities.
The event is intended for the following four target groups:
leaders of executive education at CEEMAN members and other business schools who are already involved or interested in executive education to support entrepreneurship development
 deans and directors of business schools which have or are willing to incorporate entrepreneurship development into their executive education portfolios
 entrepreneurship development centres at universities, scientific research institutes, venture capital firms, and local, regional and national governments which are interested in bringing innovations and technological advancement into the market place
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entrepreneurs and corporate leaders interested in managing entrepreneurial growth and/or introducing entrepreneurial spirit into well-established companies

The CEEMAN ExEd Forum will consist of a mix of presentations, discussions, information-sharing, case examples, and best practices. It will be guided by tailored questions, which will enable the participants to proactively shape the discussions, introduce their own topics, and create results together.
The expected outputs of the Forum are:
Identification of key challenges and opportunities related to executive education in support of
entrepreneurship development
 Mapping of best practices and innovative solutions
 Recommendations for business schools and other learning partners on how to most effectively
respond to entrepreneurship development needs
 Suggestions on how the CEEMAN ExEd platform could help to create synergies


Contact: Olga Veligurska, CEEMAN Coordinator/Head of Projects, olga.veligurska@iedc.si, Tel +386 4 57 92 505
More information on these and other events and activities: www.ceeman.org
*********************************************************************************************
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Management and Organization Review (MOR)
Special Issue on ‘Innovations in Public and Non-profit Sector Organizations in China’
Guest Editors:
G. Zhiyong Lan, Arizona State University
Joseph Galaskiewicz, University of Arizona
Xianglin Xu, Peking University
Submission Deadline: September 15, 2009
Public and non-profit sector organizations play critical roles in our modern life. Together with for-profit
business organizations, they constitute an organizational network that enables the distribution and exercise
of public and private functions that facilitate political, economic and social development. In the past few
decades, the drive for efficiency, effectiveness, and global competitiveness has propelled a global movement
of managerial reform and organizational reinvention, which is also evident in China. Business and public organizations alike raced with one another to get on the bandwagon of change and innovation. While the bottom-line of business organizations is profit, public and nonprofit sector organizations are subject to competing challenges. Besides the typical interpersonal and inter-organizational tensions such as personnel
grievances, labor disputes, and organizational jurisdiction disputes, public and non-profit sector organizations have to worry about a broad range of tensions such as:















economic development versus environmental protection;
rising public interest concerns versus the call for more dependence on private methods;
decentralization of power versus the need for coordination of technology development and global
competition;
increased wealth versus enduring problems of poverty and crime;
shaken public confidence in government versus increased need for confidence in the nation’s economy;
uncompetitive salaries versus requirements for high-quality public service personnel;
organizational uncertainty versus increased reliance on employee loyalty to public service;
high-level national debt versus increased pressure for public spending on social and environmental
programs;
call for democratic institutions versus modern quests for efficiency and effectiveness;
special interests versus general public interests;
national homogeneity versus cultural diversity claims;
need for cooperation versus tensions among ethnic groups and between genders;
nationalism versus internationalism; and
promotion for free international markets versus new tariffs to protect domestic industries.

The length of this list, which is by no means exhaustive, underscores a powerful message that public and
non-profit organization leaders have to face truly arduous challenges.
A fast growing transitional economy, China’s social changes have occurred rapidly as well. Its public and
non-profit organizations face challenges that are both typical of their international counterparts and unique
to China. The challenges are typical because China is part of the international community and shares many
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of the problems other countries currently face. The challenges are unique because, unlike other nations,
China is in the process of transforming from a traditional totalitarian command economy into an open market economy. Its public institutions and non-profit organizations have to find ways to work with and promote the ever expanding market economy and to integrate China’s economy with that of the international
community in spite of their institutional legacies from the traditional top-down command economy. The
tactics China’s public and non-profit organizations use for meeting their challenges, the way they innovate
and change, and the mentality they have regarding their institutional reforms could all have significant bearings on the direction of China’s future directions of evolution. In the years since opening up to the world,
China has been under consistent pressure for further development. Many changes have occurred, as evidenced in China’s quick emergence as a world economic power. Have all these changes been made in the
right way? What innovations have occurred? What lessons can be learned? How could the positive experiences be transferred to other localities or circumstances and the pitfalls avoided? How will China eventually
develop and change because of these innovations? Public and nonprofit organizations must face and address
all of these interesting questions.
With this call for papers, we invite submissions that identify, document, analyze, and theorize cases of successful innovations in public and non-profit sector organizations in China. Manuscripts should discuss the
generalizability of the cases in the context of a broad framework of references, and we welcome papers
that explore the implications of these innovative measures for China’s sustainable development. In our
context, public sector organizations refer to central governmental agencies, state, county, municipal, and
township governmental units, and quasi-governmental enterprises. Non-profit organizations include educational and research institutions, professional associations and societies, foundations, long standing community groups, citizen groups, religious groups, and international non-governmental organizations. Innovations
are changes made either in administrative process, in service delivery, in institutional reform, or in leadership and organizational culture. Significance, scope, impact, and sustainability of the innovations should be
discussed.
Please prepare the manuscripts following standard MOR submission guidelines, which can be viewed at
www.blackwellpublishing.com/mor. Please submit your papers via MOR’s ScholarOne Manuscripts site at
http://mc.manuscriptcentral.com/mor. Please identify your paper as a submission to this special issue on Innovations in Public and Non-profit Sector Organizations in China. Questions about the special
issue may be directed to any of the guest editors, including the lead guest editor, G. Zhiyong Lan
(Lan@asu.edu), Joseph Galaskiewicz (galaskie@email.arizona.edu) and Xianglin Xu (xianglin@pku.edu.cn).
Papers will be double-blind peer reviewed and acceptance decisions will be based on the standards described in the MOR mission statement.
*********************************************************************************************************
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Special Issue of Journal of Management Spirituality and Religion
The Transcendent Organization: The Changing Role of Spirituality and Religion in the 21st
Century Workplace
Submission Deadline: December 30th, 2009
With the growing focus on workplace spirituality and religion, increasing scholarship has attempted to link
these areas to the workers and workplace. This has provided us with a growing literature on particular relationships between variables and outcomes, often at the micro-level. But at a more macro level, what is
the changing role that spirituality and religion plays, can play, or should play in the varied workplaces
around the world? The special issue is being called to provide a forum that will examine the changing role
that spirituality and religion play in organizational life. The changing role can be examined from a descriptive
or prescriptive vantage or from the perspective of futurist. What does the transcendent organization of the
future look like? Authors will focus on the ways that faith, spirituality, and religion related concerns can,
should or will change the functioning of 21st Century organizations. Themes for articles in the special issue
include (but are not limited to) the relationship of spirituality and religion to wellness in organizational life,
achievement of organizational goals, social responsibility and ethics, human resource-related issues
(recruitment, selection, retention), organizational culture, organizational reputation, and profitability.
The objective of the special issue will be to bring together an issue that:
Applies theory and research, particularly from demographic and values research, toward an understanding of how the 21st Century workplace will change,
 Provides empirical work how these changes are already occurring, and
 Advances a macro-level focus on the transformative nature of workplace spirituality and religion,


Short proposals (no more than 300 words) outlining the authors' plan for a paper should be sent by December 30th, 2009 to Mathew Sheep if the paper is focused on empirical or theoretical contributions and to
David Trott, if the paper is focused on educational or practice issues. Successful proposals will be asked in
January 2010 to submit a full manuscript (25 double-spaced pages), to be received by August 1, 2009. All
submissions will be peer reviewed. For more information, please contact the Guest Editors at the e-mails
listed below.
Mathew Sheep
Campus Box 5580
College of Business
Illinois State University
Normal, IL 61790-5580
Phone: (309) 438-3468
Email:msheep@ilstu.edu

David Trott, Ph.D.
St. Edward's University
New College
3001 South Congress Avenue
Austin, TX 78704
Phone: (512) 448-8736
E-mail: davidt@admin.stedwards.edu
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Announcing Special Issue of
Journal of Managerial Psychology
Topic: Electronic Human Resource Management (eHRM) and the Future of Human Resource
Management
Guest Editor: Hal G. Gueutal, University at Albany, State University of New York, USA
Today, most large organizations use information technology to support and deliver human resource services to employees and managers. This has brought abut a radical shift in the amount, quality, and utilization
of information technology in HRM service delivery. This special issue focuses on the paradigm shift from
paper-based HRM systems to electronic ones, and employees’ reactions to this change.
Articles in the special issue address a broad range of topics related to eHRM including virtual business environments, the adoption of eHRM in Europe, privacy and email systems, e-performance appraisal, e-learning,
and e-selection. The titles and authors of specific papers are noted below.
Table of Contents, Journal of Managerial Psychology
Volume 24, Issue 6, Published 2009
HR and our virtual business world
by Hal G. Gueutal
Organizational adoption of e-HRM in Europe: An empirical exploration of major adoption factors
by Stefan Strohmeier and Rüdiger Kabst (pp. 482-501)
Effects of electronic mail policies on invasiveness and fairness
by Jennifer L. Paschal, Dianna L. Stone and Eugene F. Stone-Romero (pp. 502-525)
Comparison of online and traditional performance appraisal systems
by Stephanie C. Payne, Margaret T. Horner, Wendy R. Boswell, Amber N. Schroeder, and
Kellen J. Stine-Cheyne (pp. 526-544)
Technology, trainees, metacognitive activity and e-learning effectiveness
by Richard D. Johnson, Hal G. Gueutal, and Cecilia Falbe (pp. 526-544)
Future employment selection methods: evaluating social networking websites
by Donald H. Kluemper and Peter A. Rosen (pp. 567-580)
The Journal of Managerial Psychology (JMP) welcomes manuscripts on topics related to
industrial and organizational psychology, organizational behavior, human resource management,
vocational psychology, and social issues in organizations.
The acceptance rate for JMP is 15.9%
Average Review Time is 90 days.
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Please submit manuscripts online to Kay Sutcliffe at ksutcliffe@emeraldinsight.com.
Best Regards,
Dianna Stone
Editor, Journal of Managerial Psychology
*********************************************************************************************************
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Call for Case Studies: International Journal of Wine Business Research
Special issue on
Enterprise diversity in the business of wine
Guest edited by: Dr Maureen Benson-Rea and Dr Nick Lewis, the Wine Business Research Group and
Wine Industry Research Institute, University of Auckland, New Zealand
To coincide with the 5th International Conference of the Academy of Wine Business Research in Auckland,
New Zealand from 8-10 February 2010, we seek case studies with a specific focus on wine business. Case
studies on wine business are developed and used in many areas of business learning, academic research and
social and public policy. The purpose of this Special Issue is to bring together the best case studies on wine
business topics in one volume. Cases are invited from academics and practitioners from any disciplinary
background with a focus on learning and insights into such topics as:


The diversity of regional and national wine industry settings



The diversity of business structures, business models and/or strategies



Innovative marketing and branding strategies



Business and consumer practices that comprise wine industries



Growth and innovation in wine business



Trade policy and institutional challenges



Global outlook for wine business



Technical and R&D related issues



New entrants to the industry



Social and cultural issues



Manufacturing and operational issues



ICT in the wine sector



Human factors



Business history

The submission and review process
This Special Issue seeks original case studies in any area of wine business, be it about a national or regional
industry or individual company/ies. Cases must be between 8-20 pages in length, and be in the form of a
teaching and learning case (preferred), historical narrative, or contemporary decision point. Submissions
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must be made using the ScholarOne Manuscript Central online system (http://
mc.manuscriptcentral.com/ijwbr). For more details, please consult the journal author guidelines at:
www.emeraldinsight.com/ijwbr.htm A separate title page must be uploaded containing the title, author(s), and contact information for the author(s).
All cases will be subjected to a double-blind review; hence authors should not identify themselves in the
body of the paper. If you have any questions please contact the guest editors at:
E-mail: AWBR10@auckland.ac.nz
*********************************************************************************************************

New Journal for 2010 - Journal of Family Business Strategy Edited by Joseph H. Astrachan, Cox Family
Enterprise Center, Kennesaw State University, the Journal of Family Business Strategy will publish a broad
range of topics relating to strategy in family business, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Achieving long-term survival and sustainability in family business;
Leveraging the resources and competitive capabilities of family businesses;
Managing the constraints of cost-of-equity decisions in family companies;
Fostering growth and international expansion of family businesses;
Designing processes and procedures for reliable operation of family businesses;
Developing human resource practices and policies in family business;
Evaluating the effects of family dynamics on business strategy and behavior;
Managing and governing family businesses in diverse cultural settings;
Assuring the continuity of multi-century family ownership;
Fostering family business in developing economies.

For more information and to submit a manuscript visit the journal website www.elsevier.com/locate/jfbs
*********************************************************************************************************
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MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING RESEARCH GROUP CONFERENCE

at
19 and 20 November 2009
GUEST SPEAKER: PROFESSOR KEITH HOSKIN, WARWICK UNIVERSITY
Deadline of Submission: 30th September 2009
Papers are invited addressing any area of management accounting research and practice, but we would particularly welcome papers motivated by links between strategy and accounting, strategic management
accounting or practice based understandings of management accounting and strategizing.
Papers addressing the application, or refinement, of management accounting techniques in practical settings
are especially encouraged. Papers from practitioners in such settings would be especially welcome.
The first day of the conference will commence at 10.30am and will consist of plenary presentations of papers related as far as possible to the theme of the conference. At the end of the first day there will be a
conference dinner where delegates will have the opportunity to meet and discuss their research interests
and practice developments in a relaxed setting. The second day will have parallel sessions and may be especially appealing to early career researchers, many of whom may still be completing their PhD. The conference will end after lunch on Friday 20th November.
For the plenary presentations on the first day preference will be given to full papers.
Stan Brignall (( +44 (0)121 204 3045; Email: t.j.s.brignall@aston.ac.uk)
Alan Lowe (( +44 (0)121 204 3370; Email: a.d.lowe@aston.ac.uk)
Melina Manochin (( +44 (0)121 204 3732; Email: m.m.manochin@aston.ac.uk)
* Aston Business School, Aston University, Aston Triangle, Birmingham, B4 7ET.
Thanks to the generous support of our sponsors ,we continue to be able to offer a limited number of
free of charge places to our Paper Presenters and Doctoral students. These places include conference attendance, lunches ,refreshments, accommodation, breakfast and dinner.
A further limited number of free of charge places will be offered to non presenters however, delegates
will be required to pay for bed and breakfast should they wish to use this facility.
Once all complimentary places have been allocated, a conference registration fee of £140 will be charged.
This will include lunch on both days, refreshments and the conference dinner. The fee does not include
accommodation costs.
The financial support of the CIMA and ICAEW charitable trusts is gratefully acknowledged.
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Human Relations
Special Issue call for papers
Sensemaking, organising and storytelling
Guest editors: Ian Colville, Andrew D. Brown (University of Bath) and Annie Pye (University of Exeter)
Deadline for submission: 31 March 2010.
Sensemaking, organising and storytelling are three conceptual fields in organisation studies which are clearly
interrelated, yet these linkages remain open for development. The purpose of this Special Issue is to explore theoretically and exploit practically these inherent yet underdeveloped linkages between sensemaking, organising and storytelling to further their individual and joint understandings.
Although these three elements are, perhaps, most easily located in the Weickian tradition, each term has
an intellectual history that is distinct from this and as a result, each has attracted the attention of a range of
scholars across the social sciences. For example, storytelling as part of the narrative turn is a significant
movement in social psychology, sociology and the humanities, and in recent times, it has burgeoned in organisation and management studies. Despite the obvious links between storytelling and sensemaking, overlaps between them remain relatively unexplored, and this cross-over provides an opportunity for fecundity
and theory development from whichever side the sensemaking and storytelling link is approached.
‘Organising’ similarly provides the opportunity for rich and varied connections. For instance, viewed as a
grammar for reducing equivocality it immediately links to the concerns of those working within the linguistic turn in general, and more immediately to those scholars in the ‘practices field’ of communication studies.
There is, in short, broad scope to bring social theory and social practice together through further empirical
and theoretical research in this field.
As a bridge between sensemaking and storytelling, organising also invites contributions from process scholars who currently build on the dynamism of the adverbial nature of organising to reverse the ontological
priorities in reconstructing the way we understand social, organisational and cognitive change. In addition,
this opens a pathway to the strategy-as-practice movement for which the use of the gerund, via the three
‘ings’ of sensemaking, organising and storytelling, invites the practice approach to meet the process orientation. Together these three themes of sensemaking, organising and storytelling provide tremendous scope
for further developing our knowledge and understanding of action that lies at the heart of organisation (and
management) studies and has inspired this Special Issue.
To be considered for this Special Issue, submissions must fit with the Aim and Scope of Human Relations –
please see: http://www.tavinstitute.org/humanrelations/about_journal/aims.html.
While we do not intend to be prescriptive, papers may address such questions as:
How is sensemaking accomplished through storytelling and with what implications for processes of organising?
How do processes of communication inform aspects of organising such as decision making, strategising,
identity regulation, leadership and change?
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How can existing frameworks for analysing stories contribute to our understanding of communication
and organising?
How are storytelling, communication and organising suffused with power, and what are the implications
of these relations of power for organisational processes and outcomes?
If following is a defining aspect of leading, how is our understanding of leadership enhanced by distinguishing between sensemaking and sensegiving?
How will the rise of organising without and beyond organisation in society affect our views of organisation and social movement?
What new narratives will be created as a means of making sense of/ with current political and economic
equivocal ties?
What is the unfolding story of our times and how will a consideration of process and pragmatic philosophy help us catch it as it happens?
We welcome conceptual and empirical papers that make clear contributions to thinking about salient issues
that connect sensemaking, processes of organising and storytelling. Independent of the specific methods
that are employed, papers should place a strong emphasis on theory development. Submissions that have
the potential to invigorate current and stimulate future debates and research in these areas are particularly
welcome.
Contributors should note:
This call is open and competitive, and the submitted papers will be blind reviewed in the normal
way.
Submitted papers must be based on original material not under consideration by any other journal
or outlet.
For empirical papers based on data sets from which multiple papers have been generated, the
Guest Editors must be provided with copies of all other papers based on the same data.
The Guest Editors will select five papers to be included in the Special Issue; additional high quality
papers submitted in this process may be published in other issues of the journal.
This Special Issue is intended for publication in late 2011 or early 2012.
Papers to be considered for this Special Issue should be submitted online in accordance with our submission guidelines: http://www.tavinstitute.org/humanrelations/submit_paper.html.
Please indicate in your covering letter that the paper is intended for this Special Issue.
Please direct any questions about the submission process, or any administrative matter, to Claire Castle,
Managing Editor: humanrelationsjournal@tavinstitute.org.
The Guest Editors of this Special Issue are very happy to discuss initial ideas for papers with potential authors, and may be contacted directly:
Ian Colville
Annie Pye

i.d.colville@bath.ac.uk, Andrew D. Brown a.d.brown@bath.ac.uk
annie.pye@exeter.ac.uk
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17th CEEMAN Annual Conference
“Local Responses to Global Crisis”
24-26 September 2009, Riga, Latvia
Nancy Adler, S. Bronfman Chair in Management, McGill University, Canada, will speak at the 17th CEEMAN Annual Conference. Her keynote address, along with other contributions by prominent speakers
from all over the world, will help the conference participants to reflect upon and discuss the challenges and
opportunities that the current global crisis is posing to the business schools, companies, and society at
large.
In particular, the following questions will be discussed:







How business schools can best contribute in helping the corporate world and society at large to
develop best possible short-term reactions to global crisis, which will enable them to get out
of the current problems and difficulties
What business schools can do to help businesses and societies develop long-term responses
which would prevent similar crisis to happen
How business schools can promote corporate social responsibility and social cohesion, and develop responsible leadership essential for sustainable development in the future
What are the educational and institutional challenges and opportunities for business
schools in their attempt to meet customer needs as well as their own internal institutional needs
What are the global commonalities and where local responses require innovative approaches
and solutions which fit into the specific context and environment

The Conference events will include:






Deans and Directors Meeting “Global Crisis and Business
School Responses” (24 September)
17th CEEMAN Annual Conference “Local Responses to Global
Crisis” (24-25 September)
CEEMAN 15th Case Writing Competition Award (25 September at the conference gala dinner)
CEEMAN Annual Meeting (26 September)
Information Session on CEEMAN International Quality Accreditation – IQA (26 September)

Riga, Latvia
More information about the CEEMAN Annual Conference is available at www.ceeman.org.
still like to take part in this important initiative.
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CEEMAN Forum on Executive Education
“Executive Education and Entrepreneurship Development”
26-27 November, Trieste, Italy
The CEEMAN Forum on “Executive Education and Entrepreneurship Development” will be held on 26-27
November 2009 in Trieste, Italy, hosted by MIB School of Management.
The Forum builds on previous CEEMAN ExEd events, which established a platform to serve its members
and other management development institutions involved and/or interested in the expansion of executive
education. It is also in line with CEEMAN’s continuous efforts to create synergies between business
schools, businesses, and other stakeholders, which are needed for developing adequate local responses to
the global crisis and the specific needs of the transition and dynamically changing economies.
The objective of the Forum is to enable the participants to discuss the major issues related to the question
of how executive education could best support entrepreneurship development under the current circumstances, which include unprecedented challenges but also new opportunities.
The expected outputs of the forum are:
Identification of key challenges and opportunities related to executive education to support entrepreneurship development
 Mapping of best practices and innovative solutions
 Recommendations for business schools and other learning partners on how to
most effectively respond to the entrepreneurship development needs
 Suggestions on how the CEEMAN ExEd platform could help in creating synergies


More information is available on www.ceeman.org.

Trieste Main Square
*********************************************************************************************************
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President Peter McKiernan, University of St Andrews, UK
Vice-Presidents Kathrin Moeslein, Erlangen-Nuernberg University, Germany
Arja Ropo, Tampere University, Finland
Henk Volberda, Erasmus University Rotterdam, Netherlands
EMR Editors Alfonso Gamberdalla & Maurizio Zollo, Bocconi University
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Australia
Austria
Belgium
Canada
Denmark
Finland
France
Germany
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Suzanne Young, La Trobe University
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of Economics
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Ghent University
Ron Ferguson
Concordia University
Anne-Marie Søderberg, Copenhagen Business School
Vesa Suutari, University of
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